	
  

NEW PROJECT LAYOUT AND COMMITMENTS
13th February, 2014
Senvion Australia (formerly REpower Australia) is pleased to advise the release of a new
layout for the CERES project. This layout addresses issues and community concerns that
came out of the Development Assessments Commissions Submissions Hearing process
over the last couple of months.
In summary the new layout (008-01) is for 197 wind turbines and ensures:
• that all turbines are no closer than 100 metres from adjacent non-host land owner
boundaries;
• the removal of one turbine in the northern section, to allow for construction of a new
dwelling recently approved by the Yorke Peninsula Council.
The fully modified layout (incorporating the additional setbacks from boundaries and the
modifications around the removal of one turbine) results in noise levels from the wind farm at
all existing residences, that comply with EPA wind farm noise guidelines. Predicted noise
levels have been determined by Marshall Day acoustic consultants to comply with EPA
guidelines.
The CERES project also confirms the following project commitments in terms of fire
response:
1. Once fully developed, the wind farm will provide fire fighting resources in the form of:
• Four 70,000 litre water tanks at the operations compound located near the 4
cable junction sheds with quick coupling connections suitable for CFS access;
• access tracks to all turbine locations which will be maintained for use by fire
fighting vehicles;
• dedicated fire fighting equipment and radio communications on all maintenance
vehicles servicing the wind farm;
• up to 50 wind farm maintenance staff trained in fire fighting techniques.
2. A company policy from the wind farm operator that allows wind farm employees who
are CFS members the provision of paid leave when they are participating in CFS fire
fighting activities in the region.
3. At the request of the CFS, turbines will be turned off in the case of a fire within the
vicinity of the wind farm.
4. Separate to the fire management plan, as a demonstration of good corporate
citizenship, we have committed to a $50,000 per annum fire fighting fund (this is in
addition to the $150,000 community fund). It is proposed that the fund will provide
access to monies in the form of grants to both the local Yorke Peninsula CFS groups
and the farming community to purchase fire-fighting equipment. The fund will be
available for the 25 year life of the wind farm project.

